1) **ALL the modules included in the MA course of PMTS that are not mandatory**

*TUTTI i moduli presenti nel Piano degli Studi della laurea magistrale, quando non obbligatori*

2) **Some of the courses included in the MA courses in the Dept. of Foreign Languages, Literatures and Cultures**

*Alcuni moduli inseriti nel Piano degli Studi delle lauree magistrali del Dipartimento di Lingue*

**From Geourbanistica:**
- Code: 156011-M1 – SISTEMI E TECNICHE DI PARTECIPAZIONE URBANA – CFU: 6

**From LM Text sciences and culture enhancement in the digital age:**
- Code: 17707-EN2 – GEOFITRACKING AND DIGITAL MAPPING FOR HUMANITIES – CFU: 6
- Code: 17705-ENG – DIGITAL INNOVATION FOR DH - Credits: 12
- Code: 17706-ENG – DIGITAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES 1 - Credits: 12
- Code: 17707-ENG – DIGITAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES 2 - Credits: 12
- Code: 17708-ENG – DIGITAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES 3 - Credits: 12
- Code: 17701-ENG – INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR DH - Credits: 12
- Code: 17706-EN1 – MACHINE BASED READING AND DIGITAL METHODOLOGY - Credits: 6
- Code: 17703-ENG – PUBLIC HISTORY AND KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY - Credits: 12

3) **Courses offered by other MA Courses of the University of Bergamo**

*Moduli da altre Lauree magistrali dell’Ateneo di Bergamo*
- Code: 184002-ENG – INTERNATIONAL MARKETS AND COMPANIES LAW - CFU: 6
- Code: 162017-ENG – ECONOMIC GROWTH AND SUSTAINABILITY - CFU: 6
- Code: 90017-ENG – BUSINESS ETHICS - CFU: 6
- Code: 179001-ENG – CHALLENGES IN A WORLD IN TRANSITION - CFU: 6
- Code: 179003-ENG – CORPORATE GOVERNANCE, RISK ASSESSMENT AND AUDITING - CFU: 12
- Code: 164017-ENG – DIGITAL MARKETING AND ANALYTICS - CFU: 6
- Code: 910004-ENG – INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND TRADE - CFU: 9
- Code: 164009-ENG – MARKETING STRATEGIES AND BRAND MANAGEMENT - CFU: 12
- Code: 900004MOD2 – GOVERNING SUSTAINABILITY - CFU: 6
- Code: 164009-M1 – MARKETING STRATEGIES – CFU: 6
- Code: 134006-ENG – SOCIAL TOPICS IN ORGANIZATION - CFU: 6

4) **Participation in one of the 4 CREO-LABS carried out within the entrepreneurial university program and implemented by CYFE**

*Partecipazione a uno dei 4 CREO-LABS realizzati nell’ambito dell’entrepreneurial university programme dal CYFE:*
- Code: 44167-ENG – CREO-LAB TOURISM AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES - CFU: 6

*(strongly recommended)*
Participation in the CREO-Labs is governed by special announcement. For the recognition of this activity as a free choice, students who are selected should send a special request by ticket to the Student Secretary’s Office.

5) Modules included in International Summer Schools of UNIBG after approval by the academic staff
   (https://www.unibg.it/internazionale/destinazione-unibg/programmi-congiunti-e-summer-school-unibg/humanities-summer)
   Moduli inclusi nelle Summer School di Ateneo previa approvazione del Collegio didattico.

6) Some modules included in BA Courses of UNIBG considered coherent with the PMTS Study Plan (only for Foreign Students) to be defined together with the teaching staff of PMTS Course
   Selezione di moduli dalle lauree triennali dell’Ateneo (solo per studenti stranieri) da definire insieme al corpo docente del corso di PMTS

7) Modules included in MA Courses of UNIBG in the geographical domain (in order to reach the CFU to teach Geography in Secondary schools in Italy)
   Selezione di moduli di Geografia dalle lauree magistrali dell’Ateneo per ottenere i crediti necessari all’insegnamento della Geografia nelle scuole secondarie previsto per la classe LM-49 (con almeno 48 crediti nel settore scientifico disciplinare M-GGR di cui 24 CFU afferenti a M-GGR/01 e 24 a M-GGR/02)